Stress impairs performance in spatial water maze learning tasks.
The water maze task has been developed to test spatial learning abilities in rats or mice, and is widely used. Though it has been reported before that numerous cognitive abilities are of importance for learning this task, poor performance is usually interpreted as an impairment of spatial memory formation. Previous investigations that tried to correlate long-term potentiation (LTP) of synaptic transmission with spatial learning abilities in rats reported that injection of drugs or specific gene deletions which blocked the expression of LTP correlated with learning impairments of spatial tasks in a water maze. Recent studies, however, have shown that pretraining enables these animals to learn such spatial tasks even though LTP was still found to be blocked. I investigated to what degree altered fear condition and stress perception could account for the impaired spatial learning when no pretraining is given. In a fear habituation task, unhandled rats preferred a dark over a well lit chamber more than handled animals did, but unhandled rats favoured the lit chamber more in an active avoidance task. They also performed poorly in a spatial water maze task compared with handled rats. Rats pretrained in a radial arm maze performed better in a water maze than non-pretrained rats. No difference between groups was found in a non-spatial water maze task. On the other hand, when pretrained in a water maze, rats performed only marginally better in a radial arm maze compared to non-pretrained animals. Since animals have to be handled to learn a radial arm maze, the difference in this task was not due to stress but most probably due to getting accustomed to the room dimensions prior to learning the spatial task. The results suggest that impaired learning of spatial tasks in the water maze can be due to increased stress and decreased fear conditioning without actually affecting spatial learning abilities. These results question the interpretations of the results of some previously published results of spatial water maze tasks.